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Introduction
There is a tension at the heart of modern U.S. cartel enforcement. On one hand is the engine
that has been driving most criminal and civil cartel enforcement since the mid-1990s — the
Department of Justice’s corporate leniency or “amnesty” program.1 The modern leniency
program offers a relatively2 simple bargain to the first intrepid cartelist who walks through
DOJ’s door: complete criminal amnesty in exchange for complete cooperation.3 But the
simplicity of this bargain historically has been complicated by the significant countervailing
likelihood of private “follow-on” lawsuits threatening some of the most severe penalties found
anywhere in the U.S. legal system, including joint and several liability, treble damages, and the
automatic recovery of attorneys’ fees and costs. By providing the government with the robust
cooperation necessary to achieve criminal amnesty, typically a cartelist was also ensuring
private plaintiffs would have the evidence they needed to successfully obtain these civil
penalties, which, at least for corporate defendants, can be more financially painful than
anything the criminal process can conjure. The result is that the cost-benefit analysis of
invoking the DOJ’s amnesty program has not always been as straightforward as it appears or
was likely intended.
Enter ACPERA. Sixteen years ago, the U.S. Congress expressed concern that the prospect of
expansive, unmitigated civil liability was deterring potential amnesty applicants from
cooperating with the government, and thereby weakening the entire U.S. scheme of cartel
enforcement.4 To address the issue, Congress passed the Antitrust Criminal Penalties
Enhancement Reform Act of 2004 (“ACPERA”)5, which attempted to shift the cost-benefit
analysis back in favor of criminal cooperation by potentially sparing successful amnesty
applicants the joint and several liability and treble damages typically available in civil antitrust
conspiracy cases, i.e., limiting the applicant’s civil liability to the actual damages attributable
to its own sales. But the benefits of this enhanced bargain are not automatic and come with a
big catch: in addition to satisfying all the ongoing requirements of the DOJ’s amnesty
program, the applicant must also provide civil plaintiffs with “timely” and “satisfactory
cooperation” — cooperation arguably meant to exceed what was provided to achieve criminal
amnesty.
ACPERA has been controversial since its inception. Some have argued that the benefits of
criminal amnesty are enough to motivate participation in the amnesty program, particularly
when a potential applicant knows that if it does not act quickly, one of its co-conspirators may
win the race to the DOJ’s door. Others have argued that while reduced civil liability under
ACPERA is a meaningful additional incentive, the imposition of vague cooperation
requirements nonetheless undermines it by making it unclear whether reduced liability
actually will be achieved, including by incentivizing private plaintiffs to paint the applicant’s
cooperation as “untimely” or “unsatisfactory” as leverage to extract monetary settlements
nearly as punitive as in a world where ACPERA did not exist at all.5

This debate is growing louder as Congress once again confronts ACPERA’s future. ACPERA
was enacted in 2004 with a five-year “sunset provision,” and was then renewed in 2010 for
another ten years. It is now up for renewal again, and there are serious questions about
whether Congress will, or should, allow the statute to persist in its current form — or at all.
This debate is happening against a complex backdrop, in which participation in DOJ’s amnesty
program is at an all-time low, while the reach, power, and activity of many foreign antitrust
leniency and enforcement programs continue to increase. The result of this debate will help
determine the future of antitrust cartel enforcement in the United States, and it is not one that
any company doing business in this country can safely ignore.
ACPERA’s Uncertain Cooperation Standards
Many commenters, including at least one former DOJ official, have voiced concern that
ACPERA’s vague cooperation standards may defeat the statute’s “core purpose” of
encouraging those antitrust violators for whom criminal amnesty alone is an insufficient
incentive to apply for amnesty.7 Unlike the leniency program itself, ACPERA’s cooperation
scheme provides a prospective amnesty applicant with no guarantees. Not only does the
statute fail to define what will ultimately constitute “timely” and “satisfactory” cooperation in a
particular case, it also leaves these questions unanswered in any particular case until the trial
court makes that determination at the time of judgment.
In large part for this reason, the existing case law does not provide tremendous insight.
Because the vast majority of antitrust cases terminate in a pre-judgment settlement, it is
relatively rare for ACPERA issues even to be presented to a judge for resolution. Indeed, prior
to the statute’s renewal in 2010, there were only two cases on the books squarely addressing
the application of ACPERA (and even in those cases, it can be debated how “squarely” that
issue was resolved).
In In re Municipal Derivatives Antitrust Litigation,8 the amnesty applicant and certain named
plaintiffs entered into a pre-complaint ACPERA agreement, which other named plaintiffs
argued constituted a conflict because it waived their right to obtain treble damages from the
amnesty applicant.9 The court disagreed, holding that ACPERA specifically licensed such an
arrangement, finding that the plaintiffs retained their ability to seek treble damages and
impose joint and several liability on all other defendants.10
Likewise, in In re Sulfuric Acid Antitrust Litig.,11 after the parties entered into an ACPERA
agreement requiring “satisfactory cooperation,” plaintiffs brought a motion to compel the
applicant to provide certain forms of discovery, arguing that the applicant’s refusal to make
two of its employees available for deposition was a violation of their ACPERA agreement. The
court held that the agreement’s requirement that the applicant make witnesses available for
deposition upon “reasonable notice,” which it noted simply tracked the statutory language,12
did not mean it was required “to be at the plaintiffs’ beck and call” and therefore the applicant
was not precluded “from claiming that the notices of deposition were untimely and
unreasonable.”13
At the time of its renewal in 2010, some proponents of ACPERA argued that this paucity of

case law was reason enough to reauthorize the program until the courts had more opportunity
to provide guidance to future litigants. But nearly a decade later, the body of case law
addressing ACPERA’s cooperation standards has made little further progress.
In one of the few cases decided during this period, In re Aftermarket Auto. Lighting Prods.
Antitrust Litig. (“Auto Lights”), the court addressed plaintiffs’ motion requesting a
determination that defendants were not entitled to limited damages under ACPERA’s civil
cooperation provisions.14 Defendants countered that they had provided timely and satisfactory
compliance in the form of nine attorney proffers, production of thousands of pages of
documents (which included translations at defendants’ expense), offered multiple witnesses for
interview, secured potential witnesses with no ties to the United States so as to avoid
jurisdiction issues, and produced seven witnesses for deposition.15 The court disagreed, finding
defendants had failed to proffer information that showed the underlying conspiracy began
years before previously thought.16 Crucially, plaintiffs did not come by this information until
after the time to amend their complaint.17 The court, in noting ACPERA requires cooperation
beyond what is required by the discovery obligations found in the federal rules,18 held
defendants had failed to meet the standard of satisfactory cooperation and therefore were not
entitled to the damages-limiting benefits of ACPERA.19
The court went on to find defendants’ claim that they could not verify when the conduct began
to be irrelevant, as ACPERA’s standard required they provide a “‘full account’ of facts
potentially relevant to the conspiracy,” and this information clearly fit that description.20
Moreover, defendants had disclosed this exact information to the DOJ, a fact the court felt
demonstrated the information’s relevancy.21
This sparsity of case law — now stretching nearly two decades — suggests that the longawaited critical mass of judicial decisions giving content to ACPERA’s vague cooperation
requirements may never arrive. If that is right, then the only remaining avenue for bringing
clarity to ACPERA’s cooperation scheme is a statutory amendment by Congress.
Are Changes to ACPERA In Store?
With ACPERA’s 2010 reauthorization, Congress commissioned the U.S. Government
Accountability Office to conduct a study and issue a report analyzing ACPERA’s purported
effectiveness in deterring and detecting anticompetitive conduct.22 As part of this study, the
GAO reviewed court dockets and case filings, as well as interviewed a diverse subset of
antitrust practitioners and academics. The resulting seventy-page report concluded that
ACPERA had little evident impact on deterring cartel behavior, with a minimal change in the
number of amnesty applications filed in the years following ACPERA’s enactment.23 Even the
most celebrated positive — a slight uptick in so-called “Type A” leniency applications24 — was
attributed by most interviewees to an increase in potential criminal sentences and fines25 and
greater activity by foreign antitrust leniency programs, rather than to the reduced civil liability
made (theoretically) available under ACPERA.26 By contrast, the most vocal supporters of
ACPERA at this time were among the private plaintiffs’ bar, who argued that, independent of
its effects on incentivizing criminal amnesty applications (the statute’s founding purpose),
ACPERA plays an integral role in aiding just results in private antitrust litigation. Even so,

both plaintiff and defense lawyers reported confusion about when cooperation was to begin
and end, as well as what level of cooperation would be considered satisfactory.27
In recognition of these problems, in April 2019 the Division conducted a public roundtable to
discuss the effectiveness of ACPERA’s incentive structure.28 This time, each of the public
comments agreed that the vague “satisfactory cooperation” standard presented significant
hurdles to effectively achieving cartel detection.29 Participants proposed widely varying
material changes to the statute, ranging from entirely eliminating civil follow-on litigation in
favor of criminal restitution as the sole means of redressing victims of antitrust conspiracies, to
expediting the resolution of the “satisfactory cooperation” issue, such that it is decided before
the determination of the defendant’s pre-discovery motion to dismiss the case.30
But these comments did not address a potentially far simpler solution that stops well short of
eliminating private antitrust conspiracy cases entirely, while also eliminating the prevailing
“cooperation confusion” under ACPERA — namely, simply excising ACPERA’s “satisfactory
cooperation” requirement altogether. Under such a scheme, an applicant who fulfills all of the
requirements of DOJ’s amnesty program — including robust and unprecedented cooperation —
automatically receives both criminal amnesty and reduced civil liability (no treble damages or
joint and several liability). Provided that all of the cooperation provided to the DOJ is
ultimately provided to private plaintiffs (and indeed, copies of complete productions to DOJ
often are document request No. 1), there is no further, amorphous “cooperation” requirement
for the applicant to worry about. The applicant’s cost-benefit analysis in deciding whether to
apply for amnesty becomes crystal clear. For those who believe ACPERA’s uncertainty has
been deterring amnesty applicants, there is no question that this approach would summarily
resolve the problem.
The primary objection to this approach is that it allows amnesty applicants — who, after all,
are admitted antitrust violators — to unfairly get something for nothing: reduced civil liability
with no additional cooperation obligations at all. One response is that, from an institutional
perspective, incentivizing greater participation in DOJ’s amnesty program necessarily confers
additional benefits on private plaintiffs in follow-on lawsuits, because the robust cooperation
obtained by the DOJ is handed in turn to the private plaintiffs, where it very often provides the
evidentiary backbone of their entire case. It could be argued, then, that private plaintiffs who
oppose eliminating ACPERA’s separate cooperation requirement are cutting off their noses to
spite their faces. By insisting on additional “cooperation” these plaintiffs may be deterring
amnesty applications, which are often a necessary prerequisite for private plaintiffs to obtain
the evidence they need to even get their cases off the ground.
Further, eliminating ACPERA’s separate cooperation requirement would not let antitrust
violators off the hook. Instead, such applicants would remain fully liable for all damages
caused by their own conduct, and private plaintiffs could still seek to recover three times the
damages caused by the entire conspiracy on a joint and several basis from other defendants.
Plaintiffs thus would not only still receive the information needed to effectively litigate their
claims but would also continue to recover damages well beyond what they in fact suffered.
Conclusion

If the authors of this article had to hazard a guess as to what will happen to ACPERA in the
immediate future, it is this: nothing. In addition to support from major U.S. antitrust
institutions like the Antitrust Section of the American Bar Association and the American
Antitrust Institute,31 the DOJ’s Assistant Attorney General Makan Delrahim recently testified
before Congress and urged permanent reauthorization of ACPERA with no changes to the
existing “satisfactory cooperation” scheme.32 If these prominent voices prevail, businesses
considering an amnesty application in the United States will have to continue navigating the
same difficult cost-benefit analysis they have for the last sixteen years. For those who believe
changes to ACPERA are essential to enhancing the performance of DOJ’s leniency program in
the coming decades, however, the debate remains open, and this may be their last best chance
to effect those changes before the statute is authorized permanently.
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